Abstract. In this paper we investigate the relationship between closed itemset mining, the complete pruning technique and item ordering in the Apriori algorithm. We claim, that when proper item order is used, complete pruning does not necessarily speed up Apriori, and in databases with certain characteristics, pruning increases run time significantly. We also show that if complete pruning is applied, then an intersection-based technique not only results in a faster algorithm, but we get free closeditemset selection concerning both memory consumption and run-time. The theoretical claims are supported by results from a comprehensive set of experiments, involving hundreds of tests on numerous databases with different support thresholds.
Introduction
Frequent itemset mining (FIM) is a popular and practical research field of data mining. Techniques and algorithms developed here are used in the discovery of association rules, sequential patterns, episode rules, frequent trees and subgraphs, and classification rules. The set of frequent closed itemsets (F C) is an important subset of the frequent itemsets (F ) because it offers a compact representation of F . This means that F C contains fewer elements, and from F C we can completely determine the frequent itemsets [1] .
Over 170 FIM and FCIM algorithms have been proposed in the last decade, each claiming to outperform its existing rivals [2] . Thanks to some comparisons from independent authors (the FIMI competitions [2] are regarded to be the most important), the chaos seems to be settling. The most successful algorithms are Apriori [3] , ECLAT [4] , FP-growth [5] and variants of these [6] [7] [8] . Adaptations of these algorithms used to extract closed itemsets are also the most popular and most efficient FCIM algorithms.
Apriori is regarded to be the first FIM algorithm that can cope with large datasets. One of the most important surprises of the FIM competition was that this algorithm is competitive regarding run time (particularly at high support thresholds), and its memory need was outstandingly low in many cases. Moreover, the resulting closed extension, Apriori-Close [1] , is the best algorithm for certain sets of test. An inherent feature of Apriori is complete pruning, which only allows the generation of candidates that possess only frequent subsets. Due to complete pruning Apriori never generated more candidates than those algorithms which traverse the itemset space in a depth-first manner (DFS algorithms), as do Eclat and FP-growth. Complete pruning in Apriori is considered to be so essential, that the frequent pattern mining community has accepted it as a rule of thumb.
In this paper, we investigate the efficiency of complete pruning, and draw the surprising conclusion, that this technique is not as necessary as once believed. If the database has a certain characteristic, then pruning may even slow down Apriori. We also show, that the efficiency of pruning depends on the item ordering used during the algorithm.
We also investigate the connection between pruning and closed-itemset selection. By presenting a novel pruning strategy, we will show that closed-itemset mining comes for free. In Apriori-Close, this does not hold because closed itemset selection is merged into the phase where infrequent candidates are removed, and requires many scans of the data structure which stores the frequent itemsets. This can be saved by applying our new pruning strategy.
Problem statement
Frequent itemset mining came from efforts to discover useful patterns in customers' transaction databases [9] . A customers' transaction database is a sequence of transactions (T = t 1 , . . . , t n ), where each transaction is an itemset (t i ⊆ I). An itemset with k elements is called a k-itemset. The support of an itemset X in T, denoted as supp T (X), is the number of transactions containing X, i.e. supp T (X) = |{t j : X ⊆ t j }|. An itemset is frequent if its support is greater than a support threshold, originally denoted by min supp. The frequent itemset mining problem is to discover all frequent itemsets in a given transaction database.
Itemset I is closed if no proper superset of I exists that has the same support as I. The set of closed itemsets is a compact representation of the frequent itemsets. All frequent itemsets together with their supports can be generated if only the closed itemsets and their supports are known. In some databases the number of closed itemsets is much smaller than the number of frequent sets, thus it is an important data mining task to determine FCI.
The concepts of negative border and order-based negative border play an important role in our contributions. Let F be the set of frequent itemsets, and ≺ a total order on the elements of 2 I . The negative border of F is the set of itemsets, whose elements are infrequent, but all their proper subsets are frequent (formally: N B(F ) = {I|I ∈ F, ∀I ⊂ I, I ∈ F }). The order-based negative border (denoted by N B ≺ (F )) is a superset of N B(F ). An itemset I is element of N B ≺ (F ), if I is not frequent, but the two smallest (|I| − 1)-subsets of I are frequent. Here "smallest" is understood with respect to a fixed ordering of items. For example, if I = {A, B, C} and F = {∅, A, B, C, AB, AC} then N B(F ) = {BC} and N B ≺ (F ) = {BC, ABC} if ≺ is the alphabetic order. In the rest of the paper the ascending and descending order according to supports of the items are denoted by ≺ D and ≺ A respectively.
Next we describe Apriori, the algorithm which plays a central role in frequent itemset mining. Although it is one of the oldest algorithms, the intensive researches that polished its data structure and implementation specific issues [10] [11] [12] have raised it to a competitive algorithm which outperforms the newest DFS algorithms in some cases [2] .
Apriori in a Nutshell
Apriori scans the transaction dataset several times. The itemset space is traversed in a breadth-first manner. After the first scan, the frequent items are found, and in general after the th scan the frequent itemsets of size are extracted. The method does not determine the support of every possible itemset. In an attempt to narrow the domain to be searched, before every pass it generates candidate itemsets. An itemset becomes a candidate if every subset of it is frequent. The algorithm seeks candidate ( + 1)-itemsets among the sets which are unions of two frequent -itemsets that share the same ( − 1)-element prefix. After forming the union we need to verify that all of its subsets are frequent, otherwise it should not be a candidate. Obviously every frequent itemset needs to be candidate too, hence only the support of candidates is calculated. Frequent -itemsets generate the candidate ( + 1)-itemsets after the th scan. After all the candidate ( +1)-itemsets have been generated, a new scan of the transactions is started and the precise support of the candidates is determined. This is done by reading transactions one-by-one. For each transaction t the algorithm decides which candidates are supported by t. After the last transaction is processed the candidates with support below the support threshold are thrown away. The algorithm ends when no candidates can be generated.
To understand the claims of the paper it is necessary to get down to datastructure level, and understand some details of the main data structure of Apriori which is the ordered-trie (also called prefix-tree).
The trie of Apriori
The data structure trie was originally introduced by de la Briandais [13] and Fredkin [14] to store and efficiently retrieve words (i.e. sequence of letters) of a dictionary. In the FIM setting the alphabet is the set of items, and the itemsets are converted to sequences by a predefined order. A trie is a rooted, (downward) directed tree. The root is defined to be at depth 0, and a node at depth d can point to nodes at depth d + 1. A pointer is also called edge or link, which is labeled by an item. If node u points to node v, then we call u the parent of v, and v is a child node of u. Nodes with no child are called leaves.
Every leaf represents an itemset which is the union of the letters in the path from the root to . Note that if the first k letters are the same in two words, then the first k steps on their paths are the same as well. In the rest of the paper the node that represents itemset I is referred to node I. For more details about the usage of the trie data structure in Apriori the reader is referred to [10] [11] [12] .
Next we examine Apriori's main procedures from the trie's point of view.
Support Counting
In the support counting phase, we take the transactions one-by-one. With a recursive traversal we travel some part of the trie and reach those leaves that are contained in the actual transaction t. The support counters of these leaves are increased. The traversal of the trie is driven by the elements of t. No step is performed on edges that have labels which are not contained in t. More precisely, if we are at a node at depth d by following a link labelled with the j th item in t, then we move forward on those links that have the labels i ∈ t with index greater than j, but less than |t| − + d + 1.
Removing Infrequent Candidates
After the support counting, the leaves that represent infrequent itemsets have to be deleted from the trie along with those branches of the trie that do not lead to a leaf anymore (since they will not take a role in any following step of the algorithm).
Candidate Generation
The trie obtained in the previous step can be reused in candidate generation step. Here, we make use of an other nice feature of tries, -itemsets, that share the same ( −1)-prefix, are represented by sibling leaves. Consequently, the labels of the potential extensions of leaf u to a new leaf corresponds to siblings of u. These are just the potential new leaves. For an ( + 1)-itemset I to become a final new leaf, it has to meet Apriori's pruning condition: the -subsets of I have to be frequent.
pruning by individual test: In the simple pruning strategy we check each -subset of the potential ( + 1)-element candidates one-by-one. If all subsets are found to be frequent, then the potential candidate becomes a real candidate. Two straightforward modifications can be applied to reduce unnecessary work. On one hand, we do not check those subsets that are obtained by removing the last and the one before the last elements. On the other hand, the prune check is terminated as soon as a subset is infrequent, i.e. not contained in the trie.
pruning by intersection: A problem with the simple pruning method is that it unnecessarily travels some part of the trie many times. We illustrate this by an example. Let ABCD, ABCE, ABCF , ABCG be the four frequent 4-itemsets. When we check the subsets of potential candidates ABCDE, ABCDF , ABCDG then we travel through nodes ABD, ACD and BCD three times. This gets even worse if we take into consideration all potential candidates that stem from node ABC. We travel to each subset of ABC 6 times.
To save these superfluous traversals we propose an intersection-based pruning method. We denote by u the current leaf that has to be extended, the depth of u by , the parent of u by P and the label that is on the edge from P to u by i. To generate new children of u, we do the following. First determine the nodes that represent all the ( − 2)-element subsets of the ( − 1)-prefix. Let us denote these nodes by v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v −1 . Then find the child v j of each v j that is pointed by an edge with label i. If there exists a v j that has no edge with label i (due to the dead-end branch removal), then the extension of u is terminated and the candidate generation continues with the extension of u's sibling (or with the next leaf, if u does not have any siblings). The complete pruning requirement is equivalent to the condition that only those labels can be on an edge that starts from u, which are labels of an edge starting from v j and labels of one starting from P . This has to be fulfilled for each v j , consequently, the labels of the new edges are exactly the intersection of labels starting from v j and P nodes.
The siblings of u have the same prefix as u, hence, in generating of the children of siblings, we can use the same v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v −1 nodes. It is enough to find their children with the proper label (the new v j nodes) and to make the intersection of the labels of edges that starts from the prefix and the new v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v −1 . This is the real advantage of this method. The ( − 2)-subset nodes of the prefix are reused, hence the paths representing the subsets are traversed only once, instead of n 2 , where n is the number of the children of the prefix. As an illustrative example let us assume that the trie that is obtained after removing infrequent itemsets of size 4 is depicted in Fig. 1 .
To get the children of node ABCD that fulfill complete pruning requirement (all subsets are frequent), we find the nodes that represent the 2-subsets of the prefix (ABC). These nodes are denoted by v 1 , v 2 , v 3 . Next we find their children that are reached by edges with label D. These children are denoted by v 1 , v 2 and v 3 in the trie. The intersection of the label sets associated to the children of the prefix, v 1 , v 2 and v 3 is: {D, E, F, G} ∩ {E, F, G} ∩ {F, G} ∩ {F } = {F }, Fig. 1 . Example: intersection-based pruning hence only one child will be added to node ABCD, and F will be the label of this new edge.
Closed Itemset Selection
Closed itemsets can be retrieved from frequent itemsets by post-processing, but it results in a faster solution, if the selection is pushed into the FIM algorithm. In Apriori-Close the infrequent candidate deletion is extended by a step, where the subsets of the frequent candidate are checked. By default all subsets are marked as closed, which is changed if the subsets' support equals to the candidate's actually examined. Consequently, in Apriori-Close all subsets of the frequent candidates are generated, which mean many travels in the trie. These superfluous travels are avoided if the closed itemset filtering is done in the candidate generation phase and intersection-based pruning is applied. In this method the subsets are already determined, hence checking support equivalence does not require any extra travels.
The influence of item ordering
In this section we examine how does the ordering affect the shape of the trie, and hence the run-time and memory usage of Apriori. As a new contribution we also show that item ordering also influences the complete pruning efficiency.
Memory need
The major part of the memory consumption comes from the memory requirement of the trie. However, the memory need is greatly determined by the item ordering. Figure 2 shows an example of two tries, that store the same itemsets In general, descending order according to the supports results in a small trie. This is supported by the argument that the size of the trie depends on the number of common prefixes, which is expected to be the highest when the frequently occurring items are in the beginning of the order, i.e. the order corresponds to the descending order according to the supports. Note that this is just a heuristic argument that seems to work all the time in the case of real life and synthetic datasets. Theoretical justification can not be given, since the minimal trie problem is NP-complete [15] .
Run-time
To decide which candidates are contained in a given transaction, a part of the trie has to be traversed. Each path of the traversals starts from the root. Some paths reach a leaf, some do not. The number of paths that reach a leaf is independent of the ordering. This, however, does not apply to the length of the rest of the paths. To reduce the expected number of unnecessarily visited nodes, first we have to check if the transaction contains the least frequent of the candidate, then the second least frequent, and so on. The edges are checked from the root to the leaves, hence we expect the least amount of redundant checks and thus the best run-time, if the order of items corresponds to the ascending order according to the supports. To illustrate this fact, let us go back to Fig. 2 , suppose that order according to supports corresponds to the reversed alphabetic order and consider the problem of determining the candidates in transaction {A, B, F, G, H}. Nodes 0,1 and 2 will be visited if descending order is used, while the search will be terminated immediately at the root in the case of the ascending order. For a more comprehensive analysis, the reader is referred to [12] .
Pruning Efficiency
Pruning is declared to be an inherent and important step of algorithm Apriori. According to the best of the authors' knowledge no paper about the analysis of pruning has been published yet. It seems to be natural to use pruning, since -in contrast to the DFS algorithms -all subsets of a potential candidate are available. The main merit of Apriori against DFS algorithms is that Apriori generates a smaller number of candidates. Here we examine the advantages and disadvantages of pruning in Apriori. In the rest of the paper we refer to Apriori that does not apply pruning as Apriori-NOPRUNE.
The advantage of the pruning is to reduce the number of candidates. The number of candidates in Apriori equals to the number of frequent itemsets plus the number of infrequent candidates, i.e. the negative border of the frequent itemsets. If pruning is not used then the number of infrequent candidates becomes the size of the order-based negative border, where the order corresponds to the order used in the trie. It follows, that if we want to decrease the redundant work (i.e determining a support of the infrequent candidates) then we have to use the order that results in the smallest order-based negative border. This comes into play in all DFS algorithms, so we already know the answer: the ascending order according to supports achieves in most cases the best result. This is again a rule of thumb, that works well on real and synthetic datasets. The statement cannot be proven unless the distribution of the items is known and the independence of the items is assumed.
The disadvantage of the pruning strategy is simple: we have to traverse some part of the trie to decide if all subsets are frequent or not. Obviously this needs some time.
Here we state that pruning is not necessarily an important part of Apriori. This statement is supported by the following observation, that applies in most cases:
The left-hand side of the inequality gives the number of infrequent itemsets that are not candidates in the original Apriori, but are candidates in Apriori-NOPRUNE. So the left-hand side is proportional to the extra work to be done by omitting pruning. On the other hand, |F | is proportional to the extra work done with pruning. Candidate generation with pruning checks all the subsets of each element of F , while Apriori-NOPRUNE does not. The outcomes of the two approaches are the same for frequent itemsets, but the pruning-based solution determines the outcome with much more work (i.e traverses the trie many times).
Although the above inequality holds for most cases, this does not imply that pruning is unnecessary, and slows down Apriori. The extra work is just proportional to the formulas above. Extra work caused by omitting pruning means determining the support of some candidates, which is affected by many factors, such as the size of these candidates, the number of transactions, the number of elements in the transactions, and the length of matching prefixes in the transaction. The extra work caused by pruning comes in a form of redundant traversals of the tree during checking the subsets.
As soon as pruning strategy is omitted, Apriori can be further tuned by merging the candidate generation and the infrequent node deletion phases. After removing the infrequent children of a node, we extend each child the same way as we would do in candidate generation. This way we spare an entire traversal of the trie.
This trick can also be used in the original Apriori, however -on the contrary of Apriori-NOPRUNE -it does not necessarily speed up the algorithm. To understand this, we have to see what is the difference between traversing the trie in the infrequent node removal phase and in the candidate generation phase.
First, candidate generation is always after infrequent node deletion phase, in which some leaves and even whole branches of the trie may be removed. Thus, we traverse a smaller trie during candidate generation. The other difference is that in infrequent node deletion phase, we only have to reach the leaves, no additional information is needed, while in candidate generation we have to know the itemset the leaves represent. To this end, a stack has to be maintained, and in each recursive step an item has to be pushed or popped, depending on the direction of the actual step. Managing a stack has its own costs. Consequently in the original Apriori we perform a "cheap" traversal on a large trie, and then an "expensive" traversal on a small trie. If the two phases are merged, then only the large trie will be traversed, but using the more expensive method. This is not necessarily a faster solution.
Experiments
All tests were carried out on 16 public "benchmark" databases, which can be downloaded from the FIMI repository 3 . Seven different min supp values were used for each database. Results would require too much space, hence only the most typical ones are shown below. All results, all programs as well as the test scripts can be downloaded from http://www.cs.bme.hu/˜bodon/en/fim/test.html. For Apriori implementation we have used the one, that took part in the FIMI'04 competition, and reached many times outstanding results concerning memory requirement. By adopting a sophisticated IO framework, improved support counting method, and a PATRICIA-tree based transaction caching, the implementation became a true rival of the best Apriori implementation [10] and outperforms it in many cases.
Tests were run on a PC with a 2.8 GHz Intel P4 processor (family 15, model 2, stepping 9) with 512 KB L2 cache, hyperthreading disabled, and 2 GB of dual-channel FSB800 main memory. The operating system was SuSE Linux 9.3 (kernel version: 2.6.5). Run-times was obtained using the GNU time command. In the tables, time is given in seconds and memory need in Mbytes.
In our experiments we compared the Apriori that used simple pruning with Apriori that used intersection-based pruning and Apriori-NOPRUNE, where delete and candidate-generation phases were merged. We refer to the three algorithm as Apriori-SP, Apriori-IBP and Apriori-NOPRUNE respectively.
Comparing just pruning techniques, Apriori-IBP was always faster than Apriori-SP, however, the differences were insignificant in many cases. The intersectionbased pruning was 25% -100% faster than the original solution at databases BMS-WebView-1, BMS-WebView-2, T10I5N1KP5KC0.25D200K.
It is not so easy to declare a winner in the competition of Apriori-IBP and Apriori-NOPRUNE. Apriori-NOPRUNE was faster in 85% of the tests, however in most cases the difference was under 10%. Using low support threshold six measurements showed significant differences. In the case of BMS-WebView-1 and BMS-WebView-2 Apriori-NOPRUNE was fast twofold faster than Apriori-IBP, but in T10I4D100K the contrary was true. Figure 3 shows the run-times of these cases, and the run-time of a typical result (Apriori-IBP slightly faster than Apriori-SP; Apriori-NOPRUNE is 10%-20% faster than Apriori-IBP).
To understand why Apriori-IBP was the faster in the first case and why Apriori-NOPRUNE in the second, we have to examine the number of candidates generated by the two algorithms and the number of frequent itemsets. These data are summarized in the next table (for the sake of better readability the numbers of itemsets are divided by 1000). The data support our hypothesis. The ratio of number of frequent itemset to the difference of the two negative borders greatly determines pruning efficiency. Obviously, if the number of extra candidates is insignificant compared to the number of frequent itemsets, then pruning slows down Apriori. The table also shows the importance of the proper order. In the case of T10I4D100K the |N B ≺D | is so large that the algorithm did not fit in the 2GB of main memory. This does not occur at BMS-WebView-2, but the number of infrequent candidates was 20-fold more compared to the ascending order based solution.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have proposed an intersection-based pruning strategy that outperforms the classic candidate-generation method. The other advantage of the method is that closed-itemset selection comes for free. Since the new candidategeneration method does not affect any other part of the algorithm, it can also be applied in Apriori-Close to obtain an improved version.
The major contribution of the paper is the investigation of the pruning efficiency in Apriori. We claim that, if ascending order is used, then pruning does ≺A (F )| − |N B(F )|)/|F | is small, then the run-time increases in most cases. Note that this conclusion does not only affect Apriori and its variants, but also all those Apriori modifications that discover other type of frequent patterns, like sequences, episodes, boolean formulas, trees or graphs. Since in such cases subpattern inclusion check is more complicated (for example in the case of labeled graphs this requires a graph isomorphism test) the difference can be more significant, and thus needs to be investigated.
